In this note we provide a simple construction of a homotopy Gestenhaber structure on the chiral de Rham complex which reduces to the Gerstenhaber algebra structure on the BRST homology, introduced by Lian and Zuckerman. Our method shows that in the case of a general vertex algebra there is a potential obstruction to the existence of the above homotopy structure.
Introduction
The fact that the BRST complex of a topological conformal field theory is a homotopy Gerstenhaber algebra, in fact a homotopy Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra, was conjectured by Lian and Zuckerman [9] in 1992. Though it has been addressed in a number of papers (see [5, 8, 12] ), we have not found any simple and convincing argument proving this conjecture in the literature. In this work we aim at proving the existence of a homotopy Gerstenhaber algebra structure in an important special case when the topological conformal field theory is represented by a vertex algebra whose conformal weights are non-negative. The main example of such an algebra comes from the chiral de Rham complex of a manifold which was introduced in [10] and whose relation to string theory was outlined in [7, 13] . In this case the above homotopy structure is constructed explicitly using methods analogous to those developed in [1] . Moreover we point out that in the general case one has a potential obstruction to the existence of such a structure. In [2] the structure of a homotopy BV algebra was constructed on the complex which calculates "chiral cohomology" of a chiral algebra. The relation of our construction to that of [2] will be addressed elsewhere.
A short outline of the paper is as follows. We first recall basic conventions for graded and super algebra and the definition of Gerstenhaber and G ∞ algebra. We develop a notion of partial G ∞ structure and an abstract algebraic situation of which the Lian-Zuckerman situation is the motivating example. We prove the existence of a canonical G ∞ structure in this general context. In the next section we turn to vertex algebras, recalling the necessary definitions and applying our results to prove the Lian-Zuckerman conjecture for vertex algebras with nonnegative conformal weights. We end by explaining important examples of such vertex algebras which arise from the chiral de Rham complex and polyvector fields.
We would like to acknowledge helpful conversations with Jim Stasheff and Dmitri Tamarkin. The second author was visiting the Max Planck Institute for Mathematics and the University of Barcelona while working on this project and is grateful to these institutions for excellent working conditions.
Graded (or super) algebra
We begin by recalling some very basic notions of graded algebra and superalgebra.
All vector spaces are over a field of characteristic zero. If W = n∈Z W n is a graded vector space then W [k] denotes the kth desuspension, defined by (W [k]) n = W n+k .
A graded linear map f : V → W of degree k between graded vector spaces is a linear map f :
The degree of a homogeneous element or graded linear map a is denoted by |a|, and we write ǫ a,b for the sign (−1) |a| |b| . The natural symmetry isomorphism of graded vector spaces is given by
for homogeneous elements a, b in W . If the vector space W is not Z-but Z 2 -graded then W is termed a superspace, and we denote by W ev and W odd the subspaces of even and odd vectors. The degree |a| of an element is often written p(a) and termed parity in this situation.
A bilinear operation · on a graded (or super) vector space W is 
for homogeneous elements a, b ∈ W . A Gerstenhaber algebra is a graded vector space W with bilinear operations · of degree zero and [ , ] of degree −1 such that (1) (W, ·) is a graded commutative associative algebra (2) (W [1] , [ , ] ) is a graded Lie algebra (3) [ a, −] : W → W is a derivation with respect to ·, for each homogenenous a ∈ W .
The commutator of two graded linear maps f, g : W → W is defined by
for a ∈ W , and has degree |f | + |g|. We note the following key folklore result. 
(
G ∞ -algebras
We recall the definition of a G ∞ algebra from [11] . Let Lie(A) be the free graded Lie algebra generated by a graded vector space A,
and then consider the free graded skew-symmetric associative algebra on the suspension (Lie(A))[−1],
The Lie bracket on Lie(A) extends to a degree −1 bilinear operation
which is a derivation with respect to the ∧-product on GA.
which is a derivation with respect to both ∧ and [ , ].
Let us unpack this definition. We assume the degree on V is bounded, both above and below, so that the dual space A = V [1] * is also a graded vector space, with A n = V 1−n * . Consider the components
In fact it is slightly more manageable to consider
Lemma 2.2. There are bijections between the set of degree 1 linear maps γ : GA → GA which are derivations with respect to both ∧ and [ , ], the set of degree 1 linear maps γ 1 : G 1 A → GA, and the set of sequences of degree 1 linear maps γ m+1
Proof. Any such derivation γ is determined by its restriction γ 1 = γ| G 1 A , and γ 1 is the sum of its components γ m+1
Derivations behave well with respect to the filtration by length. For fixed m ≥ 0 the derivation laws allow us to extend the linear map
The G ∞ -algebra condition that a derivation γ : GA → GA has square zero is clearly equivalent to the following collection of quadratic relations on these components,
Definition 2.4. Let V and A be as above and let 1 ≤ r ≤ ∞. An r-partial G ∞ structure γ ≤r on V is a sequence of degree 1 linear maps γ k 1 :
The definition requires the relations R k i to hold only when i = 1; to justify the name we note that corresponding 'higher' relations hold automatically:
1 to a degree one derivation GA → GA, j ≤ r, and let f be the sum of these derivations. Now consider the map g = f 2 : GA → GA, which by lemma 1.1(2) is a also derivation.
Thus an ∞-partial G ∞ structure is just a G ∞ structure: Corollary 2.6. A G ∞ structure on a graded vector space V is specified by a family of degree 1 linear maps
which (together with their extensions γ k j ) satisfy the relations R k 1 , k ≥ 1.
In the case r = 1 an r-partial G ∞ -structure is a degree one map
which has square zero, and the lemma says the extensions
For k ≥ 2 we can express the relation R k 1 in the form
Note that, for any r-partial G ∞ structure γ ≤r , the linear map Γ r+1 is defined. The following result, that it is always a chain map (
, is a translation of [1, Lemma 6] from the Lie ∞ to the G ∞ context.
Proposition 2.8. Suppose γ ≤r is an r-partial G ∞ structure. Then the linear map Γ r+1 satisfies
Proof. We have
Equation (2.7) can be read as saying that the obtruction to extending an r-to an (r + 1)-partial G ∞ structure is the existence of a nullhomotopy γ r+1 1 for the chain map Γ r+1 . In particular, Γ r+1 must induce the zero map in cohomology.
Main theorem
We now set up an abstract situation where we can apply the above results to define canonical G ∞ structures. In the following section we show how this applies to the Lian-Zuckerman conjecture.
Consider a bigraded vector space
We refer to the two gradings as the fermionic degree, written |v| = n, and the conformal degree, written v = s. As in section 2 we define
where the (de)suspensions are with respect to the fermionic degree. Let us assume for a moment that the conformal degree on V is also bounded above. Then A is isomorphic to the (finite) direct sum of A s := V s [1] * , and this conformal grading extends to GA by
All linear maps we consider in this section will be of conformal degree zero; in particular only the fermionic degree will contribute to the signs in derivation formulas. In the interests of brevity, and consistency with section 2, the word "degree" will mean fermionic degree unless otherwise stated. 
whose duals define a 2-partial G ∞ structure on V , and a square zero linear map h : V → V such that, for all elements v of conformal degree s in V ,
Then any extension of the 2-partial G ∞ structure to a G ∞ structure on V 0 has a canonical extension to a G ∞ structure on V .
Proof. Extending the duals of the maps m 1 and h to derivations on GA we obtain square zero linear maps d and σ, of degrees 1 and −1 respectively, satisfying
Suppose inductively we have: an r-partial G ∞ structure on V , an (r + 1)-partial G ∞ structure on the subspace of elements of conformal degree < s, and linear maps γ r+1 1 : G 1 A → G r+1 A defined on elements of conformal degree s and fermionic degree ≤ n which satisfy
if a = s and |a| < n. Now if a = s and |a| = n + 1, define
We must show the relation (3.4) holds if a = s and |a| = n. We have
by equations (3.3) and (3.5), so that
using proposition 2.8, the inductive hypothesis and d 2 = 0.
Remark 3.6. Our assumption that the conformal degree on V is bounded above can be avoided as follows. First consider the spaces
Applying the theorem to these finite sums gives G ∞ structure maps compatible with the projections, γ ≤s p 1 ,p 2 ,...,pt : G 1 A ≤s → G p 1 ,p 2 ,...,pt A ≤s , and taking limits we have a G ∞ structure maps on V as follows
Vertex algebras
There are a number of expositions of vertex algebra theory; we include the following for completeness from [4] , which is also the source of our examples to which we return in the final section.
A Z ≥0 -graded vertex superalgebra (over a field k) is a Z ≥0 -graded superspace V = i≥0 V i equipped with a distinguished vacuum vector 1 ∈ V 0 ev and a family of bilinear operations
The following properties must hold:
1 (n) a = δ n,−1 a , a (−1) 1 = a , a (n) 1 = 0 for n ≥ 0
for all m, n, l ∈ Z. This Z ≥0 -grading will be called the grading by conformal weight.
A topological vertex algebra is a vertex superalgebra V certain extra structure. The full mathematical definition may be found in [6, section 5.9] . For our purposes it is enough that there are distinguished elements
Moreover L (1) and J (0) are diagonalizable operators whose eigenvalues coincide with the conformal grading and (modulo 2) the parity respectively. Furthermore,
The structure of BRST cohomology
Lian and Zuckerman in [9] observed that the cohomology of a topological vertex algebra V , with respect to the differential d = Q (0) , is a Gerstenhaber algebra -in fact, a Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra. The product is induced by the operation a (−1) b and the bracket is induced by [x, y] = (G (0) x) (0) y. They posed the problem of lifting this Gerstenhaber algebra structure on the cohomology to a homotopy algebra structure on V itself.
We can apply theorem 3.2 to this situation as follows. A topological vertex algebra is bigraded by the eigenvalues of L (1) and J (0) , with a linear map
Consider the maps m 2 and m 1,1 given by the symmetrization and skew-symmetrization of the product and bracket operations of Lian-Zuckerman defined above. These operations define a Gerstenhaber algebra, and hence a G ∞ structure, on V 0 . Also we have a linear map
Hence we have:
Theorem 5.1 (Lian-Zuckerman conjecture). Any Z ≥0 -graded topological vertex algebra such that for each conformal weight the fermionic grading is finite has a canonical G ∞ structure which extends the Gerstenhaber structure on V 0 .
There is a wealth of examples of such vertex algebras, including the chiral de Rham and polyvector fields which we will discuss more thoroughly in the next section.
Remark 5.2. Our methods show that there is a possible obstruction to defining a G ∞ structure if there are both negative and positive conformal weights. We will return to this topic in a future paper.
Chiral examples
In [3] a method of constructing vertex algebras was introduced, starting with a so-called vertex algebroid L and applying to it the vertex envelope construction, analogous to the universal envelope for Lie algebras. Our main examples of vertex algebras arise in this way. We will describe explicitly the vertex algebroids L which produce the vertex algebras of chiral de Rham differential forms and chiral polyvector fields. The construction of the vertex envelope is fairly straightforward. Further details may be found in [4] .
An extended Lie superalgebroid is a quintuple T = (A, T, Ω, ∂, , ) where A is a supercommutative k-algebra, T is a Lie superalgebroid over A, Ω is an A-module equipped with a structure of a module over the Lie superalgebra T , ∂ : A → Ω an even A-derivation and a morphism of T -modules, , : T × Ω → A is an even A-bilinear pairing.
The following identities must hold, for a ∈ A, τ, ν ∈ T , ω ∈ Ω: Let A be a smooth k-algebra of relative dimension n, such that the A-module T = Der k (A) is free and admits a base {τ i } consisting of commuting vector fields, and let E be a free A-module of rank m, with a base {φ α }. We shall call the set g = {τ i ; φ α } ⊂ T ⊕ E a frame of (T, E). Consider the commutative A-superalgebra
where the parity of Λ i A (E) is equal to the parity of i. Each frame g as above gives rise to a vertex superalgebroid as follows.
Let T ΛE = Der k (ΛE). We extend the fieldsτ i to derivations τ i of the whole superalgebra ΛE by the rule Maps c and γ are completely determined by setting them to zero on the elements of each frame. They extend uniquely to give a vertex superalgebroid structure (see [4, section 3.4] ). Thus we have constructed a vertex superalgebroid (Λ(E), T ΛE , Ω ΛE , ∂, γ, , , c). Finally we can construct the vertex superalgebroids whose vertex envelopes give our two main examples: the vertex algebras of polyvector fields and chiral de Rham forms.
Let E be equal to the module of vector fields T or the module of 1forms Ω = Ω 1 A/k ; its exterior algebras are the algebra of polyvector fields and the de Rham algebra of differential forms Ω · = Ω · A/k . These choices of E produce vertex algebroids according to the construction above. Their vertex envelopes are the required topological vertex algebras [4] .
In [3] a sheafification construction was presented which produces a sheaf of topological vertex algebras on a (smooth, analytic or algebraic) manifold. Our homotopy Gerstenhaber algebra structure constructed on the example above can be easily sheafified to produce a homotopy Gerstenhaber structure on the chiral de Rham sheaf or the sheaf of chiral polyvector fields. Indeed one can see from [10, Theorem 4.2] that our construction is compatible with the glueing procedure of [10] . It is also easy to see that the above homotopy structure descends to the cohomology of the chiral sheaves making it a homotopy Gerstenhaber algebra too.
